Advisory Committee Recommendations from Small Group of Board Members

CONSUMER AND SMALL EMPLOYER ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Tiffany Breitkreutz - Tiffany Breitkreutz resides in Greater Minnesota and currently purchases health insurance in the individual market. She is a certified public accountant and owns her own small business.

Joan Carchedi - Joan Carchedi resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance coverage through Public programs. She has served on numerous boards including the MN HIV Services Planning Council.

Jennifer Daulman Johnson - Jennifer Daulman Johnson resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance coverage from a large employer. She currently works for Arc Greater Twin Cities, a non-profit organization that serves people with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

Valerie Jensen - Valerie Jensen resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance from a small employer. She is currently Board Chair for United Family Medicine, a Federally Qualified Health Center.

Jin Johnson - Jin Johnson resides in the Twin Cities and currently purchases her health insurance in the individual market. She is currently a health policy specialist with the Minnesota Association of Community Health Centers.

Julia Johnson - Julia Johnson resides in Greater Minnesota and currently purchases health insurance in the individual market. She is currently a member of the Generation Healthcare Initiative Coalition.

Michael Jones - Michael Jones resides in the Twin Cities and is currently a Public programs recipient. He is a Director for Minnesota Parent/Child Advocacy Center, Inc. Minneapolis.

Patrick Lochwood - Patrick Lochwood resides in Greater Minnesota and currently purchases health insurance in the individual market. He is an independent insurance agent and has volunteered in health care advocacy roles.

Thomas Lopez - Thomas Lopez resides in Greater Minnesota and currently receives health insurance from a large employer. He is a corporate law attorney with Rinke Noonan Attorneys at Law.

James McClean - James McClean resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance from a small employer. He is the Director of Public Affairs for the St. Paul Area Chamber of Commerce.

Jama Mohamod - Jama Mohamod resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance from a small employer. He is a healthcare assistant for the African Families Development Network.

Claudette Moran - Claudette Moran resides in Greater Minnesota and is currently a Public programs recipient. She serves as the elected Morrison County representative of the Membership Advisory Committee for South Country Health Alliance.

Anna Odegaard - Anna Odegaard resides in the Twin Cities and currently purchases health insurance in the individual market. She is currently a health policy analyst with SEIU (Service Employees International Union) Healthcare Minnesota which represents more than 17,000 healthcare workers, hospitals, clinics and nursing homes throughout Minnesota.

Richard Oni - Richard Oni resides in the Twin Cities and currently receives health insurance through a small employer. He currently serves on the State Advisory Council for Mental Health.

Luis Ortega - Luis Ortega resides in the Twin Cities and is currently uninsured. He is also an Army Veteran and the co-founder of the Somali, Latino, Hmong Partnership for Health and Wellness.

Hussein Sheikh - Hussein Sheikh resides in the Twin Cities and his family currently receives health insurance from a combination of coverage provided by a small employer and public programs. He is a licensed dental assistant in a federally funded community clinic, as well as a medical translator.

Tamara Ward - Tamara Ward resides in the Twin Cities and is currently uninsured. She is the Communications Organizer for the Harrison Neighborhood Association.
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Jennifer Andrashko - Jennifer Andrashko resides in Greater Minnesota and is a Behavioral Health Provider at Open Door Health Center, a Federally Qualified Health Center.

Cassandra Beardsley - Cassandra Beardsley resides in Greater Minnesota and is the Executive Director of St. Luke’s Hospital Regional ACO.

Kenneth Bence - Kenneth Bence resides in the Twin Cities and is the Director of Public Health at Medica.

Samuel Boadu - Samuel Boadu resides in the Twin Cities and is a Family Nurse Practitioner at Open Cities Health Center, a Federally Qualified Health Center.

David Dziuk - David Dziuk resides in the Twin Cities and is Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer at Health Partners, Inc.

Forrest Flint - Forrest Flint resides in the Twin Cities and is Director of Dental Plan Relations at Park Dental and The Dental Specialists.

Christopher Johnson - Christopher Johnson resides in the Twin Cities and is a Staff Physician at Methodist Hospital Emergency Center.

Harlan Johnson - Harlan Johnson resides in Greater Minnesota and is an Insurance Broker at Harlan V. Johnson Agency, Inc.

JoAnna Justiniano - JoAnna Justiniano resides in the Twin Cities and is Vice President of Operations Central at Cardon Outreach.

Stacey Ko - Stacey Ko resides in the Twin Cities and is a Physician Assistant at Health Partners.

Heidi Michaels - Heidi Michaels resides in the Twin Cities and is a Health Insurance Producer at Dyste Williams.

Reuben Moore - Reuben Moore resides in the Twin Cities and is Associate Vice President of Health Plan Strategy and Innovation at Optum.

Samuel Moose - Samuel Moose resides in Greater Minnesota and is Commissioner of Health and Human Services for the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe.

Charles Sawyer - Charles Sawyer resides in the Twin Cities and is a chiropractor as well as Senior Vice President at Northwestern Health Sciences University.

Michael Scandrett - Michael Scandrett resides in the Twin Cities and is an attorney and consultant to the Minnesota Safety Net Coalition and Minnesota Association of County Health Plans.

Jonathan Watson - Jonathan Watson resides in the Twin Cities and is Public Policy Director at the Minnesota Association of Community Health Centers.

Ghita Worcester - Ghita Worcester resides in the Twin Cities and is Senior Vice President, Public Affairs and Marketing at UCare MN.